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AVI MetaEdit Crack Free Download [Win/Mac]

1) It is an AVI editor for metadata editing in Linux 2) It manages metadata in an AVI file. 3) It is a simple yet powerful AVI editor
software which is capable of editing the following data: a. Video file information b. Audio file information c. Associated keywords d.
Files created with AVI Editor e. Video file size f. Codecs used g. Audio channels h. Video frame rate i. Audio sample rate j. XMP
header k. XMP body l. XMP added by AVI Editor m. AVI Header information n. AVI decoder o. Software or algorithm used p. Date
and time of creation q. File creation time r. Codecs used s. Audio channels t. Audio sample rate u. Filename of source v. Video file
size w. Codecs used x. Audio channels y. Audio sample rate z. Frame rate aa. Audio channels ab. Audio sample rate ac. Video frame
rate ad. Bitrate ae. Filename of source af. Software or algorithm used ag. File creation time ah. Time and date of creation ai. Date and
time of editing aj. File version ak. Filename of source al. Software or algorithm used am. File version an. File size ao. Video file
information ap. Time and date of creation aq. Software or algorithm used ar. File creation time as. Time and date of editing at. Date
and time of editing au. Software or algorithm used av. File version aw. File size ax. FMT ay. Software or algorithm used az. FMT ba.
FMT bb. FMT bc. FMT bd. FMT be. FMT bf. FMT bg. FMT bh. FMT bi. FMT bj. FMT bk. FMT bl. FMT bm. FMT bn. FMT bo.
FMT bp. FMT bq. FMT br. FMT bs. FMT bt. FMT bu. FMT bv. FMT bw. FMT bx. FMT by. FMT bz. FMT

AVI MetaEdit Crack+ Incl Product Key For PC

A versatile AVI (AVI) editing software, video format editor, metadata editor and backup software. It can be used to add, edit, modify,
duplicate, delete, and compare AVI files. Currently, the software also supports more than 30 file formats such as: MPEG, VC-1, VOB,
AVI, ASF, DVR-MSF, DVCPRO, DVS, DVR-MS, H.264, JVC, M2V, MKV, MP4, MOV, RM, RMVB, VOB, WMV, and more.
Features include: - Playback and support single AVI files and several video/audio streams from AVI files - Automatic speed and
duration for video - Edit and update video file information - Support many video/audio formats and resolutions - Support for video and
audio stream name and volume - Support for creating or compare video or audio stream. - Supports for create and create video DVD -
Supports for auto backup and backup only one AVI file. - Supports for import and export core metadata (XMP, MetaXML and iXML)
- Supports for support multiple language and custom format core metadata - Support for unit conversion of video and audio
NOTE:The serial number of this file is XXXXX and the version is X.0.X. AVI Ripper is the most powerful AVI ripper and convert
multi-media tool for converting various video formats to multi media formats. It can convert almost all of videos supported by
Windows Media Player and AVI to AVI, MP4, MP3, 3GP, 3G2, WMV, MP4, WAV, WMA, AC3, FLAC, etc. All codecs except
WMA can be decoded and encoded in high quality. It also supports the conversion between all videos and audio formats, such as
convert AVI to MP4, MP3, AAC, AC3, FLAC, OGG, AAC, AMR, WAV, etc., and convert MP4 to AVI, MP3, AAC, AC3, FLAC,
OGG, WMA, and other formats. Support: - WMP11, WMP10 and Vista - WindowsMedia Player 9 and Vista -... NOTE:The serial
number of this file is XXXXX and the version is X.0.X. AVI Info lets you b7e8fdf5c8
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AVI MetaEdit

AVI MetaEdit enables the editing and validating of AVI files, following the standards as dictated by the US National Archives.
Supported formats: AVI, AVI List, AVI Type 1, AVI Type 2 (OpenDML) Video resolution: 640x480, 800x600, 1024x768,
1280x1024, 2560x2048, 2560x1680, 2560x1440, 3200x2400, 3200x2800, 3200x2048 Video frame rate: 15, 30, 25, 24 Audio stream:
PCM, AC-3, MP3, AIF, AIFF, WAV XMP, XMP Core, XMP P2, iXMP, XML XMP Content: Still image, Color, B&W, Composite
Copyright Copyright owner name, Copyright status, Copyright notice, Copyright contact, Copyright notice date, Copyright comment,
This product includes software developed by IDL S.r.l. (“IDL S.r.l.”) whose registered office is at Piazzale G. Preti 30, 00197 Rome,
Italy With the help of a plug-in for software debugging such as JMESPath or xplorer, AVI MetaEdit enables the editing of audio and
video streams. The AVI MetaEdit plug-in: - Provides metadata editing for all AVI formats; - Allows saving the metadata as both
Standard and OpenDML files; - Provides the possibility to fill up the form with data provided by other applications. If you have tried
several software tools for editing AVI files or audio and video streams, but have always been unsuccessful or unable to get the desired
results, then you have come to the right place. AVI MetaEdit is a simple application that has been developed to help you with all those
problems you might face when editing AVI or audio and video files. AVI MetaEdit provides all the tools you need to edit metadata
and audio and video streams, also including tools for filling out metadata fields and uploading data from a website. With this simple
application, not only do you get to edit metadata from AVI files,

What's New in the AVI MetaEdit?

AVI MetaEdit is an application developed to facilitate the editing and validating of metadata information Standard and OpenDML
AVI video files. AVI MetaEdit allows you to edit and validate the metadata information of AVI Video Files without the help of a
person. The application contains a wide range of fields where you can add, delete or modify the metadata parameters and values. The
application also offers you the possibility to import the core metadata and embed them as chunks inside AVI files. AVI MetaEdit
Screenshot: Selecting the application icon, when launched, leads you to the application's window in which you can load, edit and
validate a number of video file metadata information. AVI MetaEdit for Windows Focal Press 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11
1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.36 1.37 1.38
1.39 1.40 1.41 1.42 1.43 1.44 1.45 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.52 1.53 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.62 1.63 1.64 1.65
1.66 1.67 1.68 1.69 1.70 1.71 1.72
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